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Premier Energy donates $1.00
to the Fueling the Cure endowment.
All proceeds from this endowment go towards
cancer research at The Ohio State University.

To learn more visit:

www.premierag.com/propane
Pictured: Roger Teipen,“L.P. Sales Representative in Jackson
County, Indiana. Roger’s Kenworth Propane Bobtail was
wrapped in Pink in 2010 and he has been Fueling the Cure with
each delivery of propane since.

SUSTAIN • Propane Safety • Klinge Farm
www.premierag.com
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remier Companies is a farmer-owned cooperative founded in 1927. Premier provides
supplies and services in the agricultural and
energy sectors, including liquid fuels, retail
fuel, propane, seed, fertilizer, crop protection and retail supply. Operating divisions include Premier Ag and
Premier Energy.
Headquartered in Seymour, Indiana, Premier
serves customers in Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky, with
branch locations in Columbus, Franklin, Greensburg,
Hope, St. Paul, Trafalgar, Seymour, Cortland, Brownstown, Crothersville, North Vernon, Salem, Corydon
and Harrison, Ohio.
Being local, we know you, your land, your business and what it takes to make your operation successful.
We act as your business partner, with your best interests
in mind. 		
Our crops division, Premier Ag,
is a full service ag retailer. We serve as a dedicated business partner to growers, providing valuable goods and
services including seed, crop protection products, fertilizer, crop scouting, soil testing, custom application
services and development of comprehensive nutrient
management plans. We go the extra mile to help our
growers get the most out of every acre.
Our energy division, Premier Energy, is a proud
supplier of CountryMark Fuel. CountryMark is an
American-owned oil exploration, production, refining and marketing company. The company’s complete
line of premium quality liquid fuels begins with light,
sweet American crude oil brought in from Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky. This 100 percent American crude
oil is refined to the highest specifications at the CountryMark refinery in Mt. Vernon, Indiana. Fuel quality
is protected as it travels north along a 238-mile private pipeline. State-of-the-art blending technology at
each CountryMark fuel terminal ensures that biodiesel
and ethanol blended fuels are formulated for optimal
driving performance and winter operability. Equaling
CountryMark’s fuel quality is the company’s complete
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line of high quality lubricants, which are sold as CountryMark Advantage Lubricants.
Premier Energy also serves the heating needs of
homes, farms and businesses. Our local, knowledgeable
service professionals provide safe, reliable, affordable
heat through a wide variety of purchase and delivery
options. Our convenient delivery and payment options
are catered to meet your needs.
At Premier, we pride ourselves in our customer-focused success and are committed to providing you
with superior service and the highest quality products
available. We work hard to help our customers reach
their goals and achieve success. Whether you’re in the
market for a new propane supplier, want to update your
farm’s crop management system or simply need to pick
up a few gardening supplies, Premier is the local source
for you.
For more information, visit our website at
www.premierag.com

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

Facebook.com/PremierAG.Energy
Facebook.com/PremierFarmAndPet

@PremierAg.Energy

@PremierFarmAndPet
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PAPERLESS BILLING

If you haven’t done so already, now is the perfect time to sign up for e-mail/paperless statements.
We are updating our records and want to make sure we can contact you!
Here are just a few reasons why going paperless is a great choice:

IT’S MORE SECURE

Paper bills leave you vulnerable in multiple ways. Identity theft affects more than nine million Americans
each year, according to the Postal Service.

IT’S BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Did you know that the paper industry ranks third in greenhouse gas output and first in water consumption?
According to PayItGreen.org, if just 20 percent of American households switched to paperless billing, each
year we would reduce gasoline consumption by 102,945,600 gallons, avoid 1,960,402 tons of greenhouse
gases, and save 1,811,275 trees.

IT SAVES TIME

In the fast-paced world we live in today, the less time you have to
spend hassling with bills, the more time you have to work, relax, or
spend time with friends and family. With paperless billing, paying
your bill is as easy as clicking the mouse a few times.
Visit the following link to send us your preferred phone and/or
email address AND sign up for email/paperless statements:

www.premierag.com/update-your-records
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COOPER’S COMMENTS
“Earn your trust.”

Premier Energy Division
We provide propane home heat to homes and
It’s a phase I often use as a sign-off when writ- businesses throughout Southeast Indiana, Ohio and
ing to you, our customers. It’s intended to reset your ex- Kentucky.
pectation as well as remind the employee group of our
We deliver CountryMark fuel by tankwagon or
commitment. It is also a simple way of letting you know semi transport to schools, municipalities, businesses,
our motivation for sending you this newsletter twice a trucking companies and farmers.
year. We want to earn your trust-even in areas you don’t
directly do business with us.
“Earning your trust in the energy division.”
As a local energy supplier, we want to do everyWe operate two separate divisions.
thing in our power to not cause you apprehension or
concerns related to your energy needs. In home heat,
Premier Ag Division
we have programs that allow you to lock in a price and
We supply crop inputs including fertilizer, crop “keep full” so you never have to worry about being
protection and seed to local farmers who raise corn and greeted by a cold house in the dead of winter.
soybeans.
We raise hogs that are marketed to Swift Foods.
In liquid fuels, we focus on quality and dependability. With diesel fuel, winter operability and fuel stor“Earning your trust in the Ag division.”
age are major concerns. Modern Tier 4 engines require
All of us have an interest when it comes to where different attributes from fuel than older engines. Deour food comes from. Is it safe to eat? Did we damage pending upon your supplier, there can be very different
the environment in the process of raising a crop or put results in performance. We understand and can help.
stress on a farm animal in our care? In this issue we will
spend time with Craig Klinge, one of our livestock proPremier Companies celebrated its 90th birthday
ducers and will also share ways we help grain farmers on February 9th, 2017. Since our founding, as the first
employ best management practices through our TRAX farmer-owned county cooperative in Indiana, much has
crop management system.
changed as it relates to our size, scale and capabilities.
What has never changed is our focus on the principles
that still guide us as we serve local homeowners, communities and businesses.
We hope this issue of the Premier Newsletter gives additional insight into what we do and gives you more
confidence in us as a locally owned business seeking to
continually earn your trust.

Harold Cooper
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FARMERS.

they feed the world while feeding the world
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Feeding A World Responsibly

By 2050, the world’s estimated population is expected
to reach 9.6 billion and to feed these people, we need
to increase yield by 70 percent. With limited land and
water available globally, this problem needs a solution.
In 2016, Land O’Lakes, Inc. formed Land O’Lakes
SUSTAIN™, a business unit viewed as a natural extension of its member-farmers’ longstanding commitment
to caring for natural resources.
Land O’Lakes SUSTAIN is farmer-focused and farmer-driven, empowering farmers to make sustainable
and productive decisions on-farm. The Land O’Lakes
network reaches 25 percent of America’s farmers and
50 percent of America’s harvested acres.
“Land O’Lakes recognizes that we have both tremendous responsibility and opportunity when it comes
to sustainability,” said a spokesman for Land O’Lakes.
“SUSTAIN delivers precision conservation products
and services to farmers who are using on-farm practices to produce more with less. We also make it easier
for branded consumer packaged goods companies to
connect with farmers to improve sustainability of their
supply chains.”
6

According to recent consumer trust research, 80
percent of consumers are interested in knowing more
about the food system. The SUSTAIN program is
making that possible by helping farmers measure their
sustainability impact and finding opportunities for
continuous improvements. SUSTAIN aims to empower
farmers with the tools and insights to make the best
decisions for their farm when it comes to both profitability and sustainability.

TRAX

As a member owner of Land O’Lakes, Premier Ag is
excited to participate in SUSTAIN. While we look forward to the advice and recommendations of the SUSTAIN program, Premier Ag has been playing a part in
agriculture sustainability for many years already with
the TRAX Crop Management System.
Through the TRAX program, Premier Ag offers technologies and opportunities that help growers optimize
inputs, conserve resources, improve efficiencies and
ultimately increase profitability. This system allows
our experienced TRAX Crop Specialists to utilize a
data-driven approach in making personalized recommendations for customers regarding each aspect of

This first chart is indexed back to 1948. It shows the growth in the total US agricultural output compar
By 2013, output was up by a factor of >2.5:1. At the same time, input was up only a trace. (Perso
WITH
LESS
like anyone’s trying to ruin DOING
the landMORE
and the
environment,
does it?)

their cropping operation. TRAX growers are able to compile multiple layers
This first chart is indexed back to 1948. It shows the growth in the total US agricu
of field data in one place. Our CropBy 2013, output was up by a factor of >2.5:1. At the same time, input was up o
Specialists then leverage this data to
like anyone’s trying to ruin the land and the environment, does it?)
optimize operational decisions. This
allows for decisions that are environmentally friendly, sustainable, and that
safeguard natural resources.

Producing MORE with LESS

The TRAX innovative and science
based approach focuses on data, water
use and quality, nutrient movement
and management, and product traceability to address enhanced environmental protection, increased production and improved sustainability.
“Our focus through TRAX is to help
growers minimize loss and maximize
profit. We consider the impact on air,
soil and water in every decision we
make and every recommendation we
give,” said Sal Sama, Premier Ag Director of Sales and Marketing, Agronomy
Division. “Doing the right thing agronomically almost always is the right
thing environmentally.”

This first chart is indexed back to 1948. It shows the growth in the total US agricultural output compared to total farm inputs. By 2013, outpt was up by a factor of
>2.5:1. At the same time, input was up only a trace.
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Because the global food system is immensely complex, no one farmer,
company, conservation group or
government entity can tackle sustainability alone. It takes a strong coalition
of these groups uniting in a common
cause–to take care of our land for
future generations. Land O’Lakes
SUSTAIN seeks partners from numerous–and increasingly, unexpected–places including Environmental
Defense Fund, Kellogg’s, Smithfield’s,
Minnesota Department of Agriculture,
Wal-Mart and more. As we run up
Focusing on corn in more recent years, this second chart shows US corn production
against resource constraints to feed the and nutrient use, starting in 1980 and ending in 2016. In 1980, we used 10.58 milgrowing population, we know putting
lion tons of NPKs on corn to produce 6.64 billion bushels, or 3.19 pounds of fertilizer
farmer values of innovation, ingenuity, per bushel of corn. in 2016, we used 11.32 million tons of NPKs to produce 15.15
billion bushels, or 1.49 pounds of fertilizer per bushel of corn. That’s a 53% reduc-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------commitment
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John Oster
330-207-6237

John Oster
330-207-6237

1021 W. Tipton Street
Seymour, Indiana, IN 47274

(812) 523-8607

8 AM - 7 PM Monday - Saturday
11 AM - 5 PM Sunday
facebook.com/PremierFarmAndPet/
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remier Farm & Pet Store is your hometown farm
and pet supply store. We’re open 7 days a week and
your pets are always welcome! At Premier Farm &
Pet we sell everything from engine lubricants to
clothing to pet and livestock feed and much more.
We carry nearly everything you will need to care for pets
and livestock. Our pet and livestock feeds are calculated to
provide optimum growth, health, production, and longevity
for your animals. We sell the finest feed, health products,
show gear, tack and everything you need to keep your livestock healthy, happy and looking their best. We also have
a large selection of pet supplies including cages, water and
feed bowls, toys, flea and tick treatments, invisible fence systems and much more.
For the nature enthusiasts, we sell Wildbird Seed mixtures,
bird feeders, corn cobs to feed squirrels and salt and mineral blocks to feed deer. Gardeners will find everything they
need at Premier Farm and Pet including a variety of sprays,
fertilizers, seed and tools.
We have numerous clothing options, including brands like
Muck Boots and Carhartt. Our exclusive home décor line
has something to make every home a little brighter. We
also have numerous toys for children, including John Deere
brand toys.
We a proud supplier of CountryMark Advantage Lubricants,
oil, grease and antifreeze. We sell oil in quarts, 2.5 gal jugs, 5
gallon buckets, and 55 gallon drums. You can also refill your
propane grill tanks.
Grass seed, dog food, a clock for your mantle, and just about
anything else you can think of for home, garden, barn, stable
or kennel can be found here. To learn more about Premier
Farm and Pet, visit www.facebook.com/PremierFarmAndPet or call us at 812-523-8607, or stop by the store at 1021 W.
Tipton Street in Seymour.
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%

OFF

ANY ONE IN-STOCK
REGULARLY PRICED ITEM

THIS COUPON NOT VALID ON PRIOR PURCHASES
EXPIRE OCTOBER 31, 2017
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91PLUS
Ethanol-Free

Gasoline

for Small Engines and Boats
Greensburg CountryMark fuel station now
offering ethanol-free gasoline
Premier Companies’ Greensburg CountryMark gas
station, at 766 W Main Street, is now offering CountryMark 91 PLUS ethanol-free gasoline, in addition
to 24/7 access to the full line of CountryMark premium gasoline and diesel.
CountryMark’s line of premium liquid fuels
begins with light, sweet American crude oil brought
in from Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky. It is refined
to the highest specifications at the CountryMark refinery in Mt. Vernon, Indiana. Fuel quality and integrity is further protected in distribution, as CountryMark owns its own pipeline distribution system.
CountryMark’s 91 PLUS ethanol-free gasoline is Top Tier certified and is ideal for boats,
high-performance cars and two-cycle engines.
“Every gallon of CountryMark 91 PLUS is refined
to exceed customer expectations,” said Mike Carson, Premier Companies Vice President of Energy.
“Whether you’re driving a high-performance car,
boating or powering a 2-cycle engine, this ethanol-free fuel is easy on your engine and delivers the
most efficient power – leading to more miles per
gallon on the road and more hours per gallon for
small engines.”

Ethanol Blended Fuels

Over the past decade, we have grown demand to the
point that well over 95% all gasoline supplied in Indiana contains at least 10% ethanol. Time has proven ethanol to be a reliable and renewable source of
fuel that is produced using corn grown right here
in Indiana. Premier Energy is proud to offer ethanol
blended fuels and believe the expanded use of these
fuels have reduced our dependence on foreign oil
and improved the economy for rural America. We
support the continued use of ethanol in our gasoline.
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inField United’s nearly 200 Answer Plot® locations make
Winfield unique in the industry. Think of these as living laboratories spread out across the country. At these
plots, Winfield member owners plant and test seed, crop protection and plant nutrition technologies, collecting more than six
million points of data each year.
Within hours of an Answer Plot® harvest, the raw field data
makes its way from the combine to a central database. And it’s not
just during harvest that this database fills. Throughout the year,
the plots are managed by 18 Answer Plot® research teams. They are
continually gathering data and insights to help enhance Winfield’s
agronomic expertise and provide credible facts for farmers using
similar conditions.
Providing even more value, Answer Plot® events held at
different points throughout the growing season serve as a “show
and tell” experience for farmers. Whether it’s digging and analyzing roots, looking for insects or diseases, or standing back and noticing an overall different appearance between two treatments, the
demos provide an outdoor classroom opportunity to gain growers’
trust with WinField United’s products and insights. Winfield hosts
more than 10,000 visitors at more than 600 Answer Plot® events
each year.
Premier Ag hosts its annual Answer Plot events in August
each year. At this year’s events, Premier Ag’s crop specialists and
industry experts led discussions on this year’s most relevant topics
including the pros and cons of Dicamba use and effective dosage;
using technology, equipment and data to make the best manage-
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ment decisions; maximizing sprayer applications for
tough weed control; and in season management and
pre-harvest scouting.
This partnership is one step in our journey to
help farmers adjust to weather, biodiversity and any
other challenges in their way, and still produce efficient
crops and a sustainable food supply.
To learn more about Premier Ag’s
Answer Plot locations, visit
www.premierag.com/answer-plot
To learn more about Winfield’s Answer
Plot program, visit
www.answerplot.com

PROPANE
Safety

P

remier Energy is committed to ensuring the
safety of consumers who use and depend on
propane to heat their homes, cook their food,
tend their lawns, and power so many other appliances that enrich their lives. As part of our commitment to safety, Premier Energy performs routine safety
pressure checks on each tank we service once every five
years. During this safety check, our employees evaluate
propane systems, test operating pressures and check for

leaks to ensure the system is running at its best and safest. All new gas piping systems must be inspected and
pressure tested before they are put into operation. The
system should also be pressure tested following repairs
that require replacement of piping or additions. Is your
system past the five year safety check recommendation?
Call us today at 877.435.3230. When it comes to gas appliances, safety is a top priority. If you smell gas in your
home, follow these steps:

1

2

No flames or sparks. Immediately
put out all smoking materials and
other open flames. Do not operate
lights, appliances, telephones, or
cell phones. Flames or sparks from these
sources can trigger an explosion or fire.
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Leave the area immediately. Get everyone
out of the building or area where you suspect
gas is leaking.

3

Shut off the gas. Turn off the main gas
supply valve on your propane tank if it
is safe to do so. Do close the valve, turn
it to the right (clockwise).

4
5
6

Report the leak. From a neighbor’s home
or other nearby building away from the gas
leak, call your propane retailer right away.
If you can’t reach your propane retailer, call
911 or your local fire department.

Do not return to the building or area until
your propane retailer, emergency responder,
or qualified service technician determines
that it is safe to do so.

Safe appliance installation. Installing or repairing gas appliances - or undertaking any
gas-related project - is not something to take
lightly. It’s something only a qualified professional should handle.
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Klinge
farm
On the Farm

The pigs on the Klinge family farm are more comfortable than the humans some days. In the winter, the
temperature in the barns never goes below 64 degrees.
In the summer fans blow 24 hours a day and all of the
animals get spritzed with a cool mist of water every 10
minutes.
“On hot days, we look forward to doing maintenance
work in the barns because it feels so much better than
being out in the sun,” said Craig, 47, who farms with his
dad Denver and son Chase.
The Klinge family has been raising pigs since the 1960s,
and according to Craig, a lot has changed in the past six
decades.
“Years ago, the hogs were outside most of the time and
had to endure the heat and cold weather, where pig
housing was on outside concrete flooring and/or dirt
lots,” he said. “Now, they live in a controlled climate that
is extremely clean and everything is very systematic.
The record keeping is very formal. We even make a re16

cord if we change a light bulb. Swine production today
is a systems approach, from the farrowing units to finishing to the procurement facility, much more efficient
and viable.”
The Klinge farm has two quad facilities, built in agreement with Premier Ag’s SwineLink program.
The pigs are owned by Premier Ag and transferred to
partnering grower barns after the weaning process. Premier Ag’s swine production unit provides comprehensive management and services to partner growers that
allow them to efficiently operate their farms in a proven
healthy, efficient, and environmentally sound way.
SwineLink helps local pork producers remain an important part of the nation’s food supply chain, working
with producers to help optimize all phases of pork production. This allows family farmers to remain on the
farm, increases productivity and overall profit. When
that happens, small farming communities remain viable, our nations’ food supply is safer, and the American
diet healthier.
Craig said he is pleased with the partnership with Premier Ag and is very open to sharing information about

how his operation works with members of the community. He recently gave a presentation about farming and
has even hosted interested groups at his farm.
The hog barns alone require on the average 40 to 50
hours per week, over the course of the year, which the
daily chores are primarily handled by Craig’s son Chase,
who is working towards one day managing the entire
operation himself.

Preserving the Family Farm

“We’re in succession planning now. It will be a huge
transition, but I’ve set a retirement date so we can all
plan for the future,” Craig said. “It’s very exciting. There
are a lot of challenges when you work with your family,
but it is very rewarding too.”
A tradition of family farming was not always in Craig’s
plans, however.
“I went to college with no plans of coming back to the
farm. I was interested in business,” Craig said. “But,
when I got to Purdue, I realized that things aren’t always
greener on the other side.”

It didn’t take long for Craig to change his mind and head
back home to help his dad on the farm.
“I came back and started a farrow to finish contract operation, but there were busts in livestock production in
the 1990s, so we decided that the risks were outweighing the reward,” Craig said. “Instead, we put our focus
towards increasing row cropping and picking up more
trucking business.”
In the early 2000s, the Klinges had the opportunity to
rent a farm 70 miles east of their home, which stretched
their farming operation from their home in Crothersville all the way to Aurora.
In 2001, the family’s 6,000-head pork finishing facility
burned to the ground.
“We were deflated,” Craig said. “We didn’t know if we
wanted to get out of hogs all together or rebuild. We just
didn’t do anything for a little while.”
But, in 2002, a serious drought in the area made him
realize that diversification was crucial. In 2003, Craig
learned about an opportunity to partner with the local
co-op in a wean-to-finish business.
“In 2004 we finished two quad barns,” Craig said. “We
knew it would be a good partnership because we had
a lot of confidence in the relationship we had already
built with them over the years.”
Nearly two decades later, the partnership is still going
strong. And while Craig said he looks forward to continuing to teach his son about the family business over
the next several years, he is also still learning himself.
“I think I’m learning more now every year than ever before,” he said. “Information is so much easier to access
now.”
The plans for the future are open, but the family’s current focus is on increasing production, growing within
and adding technology and irrigation to the farm.
Craig said the most important assets to the operation’s
success have been people, like John Schroer and Jeremy Murphy, who have been helping manage operations
for 24 and 17 years respectively, and the landowners
who have granted them the opportunities to farm their
properties.
“We really do appreciate these relationships,” Craig said.
“We’re still a family farm, supporting our family.”
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PORK
Inspiration
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Are you hungry?

Are you hungry for tempting new dishes to rescue you from meatloaf malaise or a recipe rut? Are you
searching for the 411, the latest, everything you ever wanted to know but were too busy to ask about Pork?
Good news - help is here. Through the checkoff support of America’s pork producers, the National Pork
Board’s PorkBeInspired.com and now the National Pork Board’s YouTube Channel are your one-stop resource
on all things pork. So look around, discover everything you need to know (and love) about the world’s favorite meat.
Check out the following links to learn more:
www.porkbeinspired.com/
www.youtube.com/user/nationalporkboard

Pulled Pork Nachos

https://www.porkbeinspired.com/recipes/pulled-pork-nachos/

“Hoot N Holler” Baby Back Pork Ribs
https://www.porkbeinspired.com/recipes/hoot-n-holler-baby-back-pork-ribs/

Sweet Southern Slow Cooker Ham
https://www.porkbeinspired.com/recipes/sweet-southern-slow-cooker-ham/
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BUILDING
STRONG

Communities
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Building strong communities, creating enduring livelihoods and being effective stewards of our natural resources—these commitments are as important to us as top-quality products and services. We work together with the
communities we serve and our partner organizations to grow more food with less, foster new ideas and talent, and
preserve our communities and the planet for future generations because we believe that we are only as successful
as the communities we serve.
One extremely strong partnership in this endeavor is Land O’ Lakes. Through the Member Co-op Match with
Land O’ Lakes, we are able to make significant contributions to various organizations in the communities where
our members and employees live and work. Together, we are fighting hunger, supporting education and strengthening communities.
The following is a list of a few of the charitable activities we participated in this year:
COUNTY 4-H FAIR AUCTIONS
We strongly believe in the positive impact of the 4-H program and look forward to supporting 4-H members each
summer by participating in the county 4-H livestock auctions. In 2017, Premier Ag made contributions at the
following county fair auctions: Bartholomew, Decatur, Harrison, Jackson, Jennings, Johnson, Ripley, Rush, Scott,
Shelby, Washington, Clark, Orange and Jefferson.
BUILDING WITH HABITAT FOR HUMANITY AT THE STATE FAIR
On August 9, Premier employees Matt Bense, Jay Hofmann, Drew Allen, and Shelley Hammond volunteered to
help build two Habitat for Humanity homes at the Indiana State Fair. Greater Indy Habitat for Humanity has hosted a building project for eight consecutive years at the Indiana State Fair. Each year, a team of volunteers, representing Indiana’s agriculture community, builds homes from floor to roof in just 17 days. Construction on the two
Habitat homes began this year on Friday, August 4, 2017—opening day of the fair—and more than 800 volunteers
participated.
DONATION TO ANCHOR HOUSE
For numerous years, Premier has made a donation to Anchor House temporary assisted family living center in
Jackson County through the Land O’ Lakes Feed the Community matching grant program. Families who are
accepted to Anchor House can stay for several weeks at the center while they obtain a job and find permanent
housing. The center also helps families apply for government and various other assistance programs. It also manages a community food pantry and provides thousands of meals each year to members of the Jackson County
community.
FUELING FREEDOM
Premier Companies participated in CountryMark’s ninth annual Fueling Freedom event on June 23. The event
raised more than $50,000 to support local National Guard Family Readiness Groups. CountryMark and local
branded dealers donate a dollar for every gallon of lubricants sold and 50 cents for every gallon of fuel pumped to
the local National Guard Family Readiness Groups closest to the participating fueling station. Family Readiness
Groups help build National Guard unit morale, build unit retention and increase participation levels in family-related unit activities.
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